
                  Welcome SUPER BOWL SQUARE PLAYERS….  
 
Our Men’s Cub will be having their Super Bowl Squares Fundraiser on Sunday, Feb. 12th. 
 
We will need ALL of the 100 Squares filled in order to hold this fundraiser!  
Currently, this grid has 100 letter-labeled squares that sell for $5 a square. Once ALL 100 
Squares are selected & filled in with names, I will RANDOMLY assign 10 numerical digits from 
0(zero) to 9(nine) horizontally across the top & vertically down the left side of the grid.   
I will RANDOMLY assign, the same way, the participating HOME & AWAY NFC/AFC teams. 
  
                             There will be 4 chances to win throughout the game. 
Based on the scores, from the first three quarters (1-3) for EACH team, we will pay out $50 to 
the person having the correct combination of numbers at the intersecting square at the end of 
Quarters #1 - #3 only.  
There will be one more $75 payout based on the final score of the game at the completion of 
the game. The individual having the correct intersecting square based on the final score will 
win the $75.  
The winning intersecting number(s) & the winner is decided by looking at the only or second 
numbered digit (in the ones place) for each team’s score & matching those digits on the grid to 
see where the square(s) intersect.  
 

 Scoring for each QUARTER 1-3 & the FINAL SCORE will be determined based on 

the sample box score below:  
                                   Quarters  

           
 

1    2  3  4 Final  

AFC  
 

3    3  7  6                 19  

NFC  
 

7    12  13  5    37  

--End of Qtr. #1 the score is NFC-7/AFC-3 (Intersecting square #7 & #3)  
Whoever has #7 for the NFC team & #3 for AFC team wins the 1st Qtr. ($50)  

  

--End of Qtr. #2 score is NFC-19/AFC-6 (intersecting square #9 & #6)   
Whoever has #9 for NFC team & #6 for the AFC team wins the 2nd Qtr. ($50)  
  

--End of Qtr. #3 score is NFC-32/AFC-13 (intersecting square #2 & #3)  
Whoever has #2 for the NFC team & #3 for the AFC team wins the 3rd Qtr. ($50)  
  

--The FINAL SCORE at the completion of the game is NFC 37 - AFC 19.  
Whoever has #7 for the NFC team & #9 for the AFC team wins final score ($75)  

 

 ****DEADLINE FOR PARTICIPATING IS FRIDAY, FEB. 10TH****  
 
****THE FINAL COMPLETED GRID WILL BE SENT OUT TO ALL PARTICIPANTS 
ON SATURDAY NIGHT (after sundown) FEB. 11TH**** 


